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Abstract— Image mining in cloud based services are the most vital role of the image mining it is a study of how to make
computers of the society at the IOT based services. It can be ESP8266 is a highly integrated chip designed for the needs of a new
connected world. It offers a complete and self-contained WiFi networking solution, allowing it to either host the application or to
offload all WiFi networking functions from another application processor. ESP8266 has powerful on-board processing
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I. INTRODUCTION (HEADING 1)
The main objective of this paper is to develop a very low
cost system for making a smart switch that can be easily
accessible from anywhere in the world. The paper sounds very
simple but the task is not a challenge, rather challenge is
making the device so cheap and affordable that any class
people can use it and purchase it. The objective of the paper is
to apply the system in real time for every class and hierarchy
of the people. And at the same time it must be easy and
understandable. The complexity ratio of the device must be
very low and without any prior technical knowledge, people
must be able to use it. The challenge of the paper not only
relies on smartness but is should work on low power, low cost,
open source and user-friendly version of Internet of Things
which will make the world more connected and easily
affordable for anyone. And making it global to be used in any
kind of application and any kind of field. The further task is to
provide a open source application on mobile phone, currently
we are targeting android because of its popularity, it should be
able to control the device. We are using as much as open
resources to make it affordable and low price. On the other
hand aspects of making it reliable and less complicated are the
prior task in the paper. The main concept of the project is
divided into three modules or parts. The first module will
comprise of user and a smart phone with smart application
using which the user will request for the service to either turn
on or off any device he wants to operate. Second module or
Part comprise of a cloud service where all this data will be
kept and processed for use. This will be kept and handled by a
smart cloud application. Once the user requests on the cloud
for operating the device, the third module on the other hand
will constantly check its status on the cloud and depending
upon the creating conditions, it will process itself and operate
itself. So it is constantly viewing what status should it switch
to and where should it switch to.
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Socket;

II. METHODOLOGIES
A. Cloud Services
The Cloud service is the main backbone of the system.
Since every data on the network is first stored on the cloud
and then handled to the smart phone application or the smart
Device. The device is connected with a wifi module and the
whole system is connected to the internet cloud using the
router which is connected to the internet. The smart switch has
direct access to the fields of the cloud where it will store the
data collected. Also it will retrieve the data from their if
changes are requested by the smart phone. Actually at that
place, what status of the device either On or Off is stored. That
is decided by the user and he/she can change the status by
smart phone application. The device is only checking the
status information and accordingly will turn itself on and off
depending upon the status.
B. Using ESP8266
ESP8266 is a highly integrated chip designed for the needs of
a new connected world. It offers a complete and self-contained
WiFi networking solution, allowing it to either host the
application or to offload all WiFi networking functions from
another application processor. ESP8266 has powerful onboard processing and storage capabilities that allow it to be
integrated with the sensors and other application specific
devices through its GPIOs with minimal development up-front
and minimal loading during runtime. Its high degree of onchip integration allows for minimal external circuitry, and the
entire solution, including front-end module, is designed to
occupy minimal PCB area.
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III. FEATURES SUPPORTED BY ESP8266
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internet and the smart Phone. And, further making the system
more reliable and easy to use by the user.

802.11 b/g/n protocol, Wi-Fi Direct (P2P), soft-AP,Integrated
TCP/IP protocol stack,Integrated TR switch, balun, LNA,
power amplifier and matching network, Integrated PLL,
regulators, and power management units,+19.5dBm output
power in 802.11b mode,Integrated temperature sensor,Supports
antenna diversity,Power down leakage current of <
10uA,Integrated low power 32-bit CPU could be used as
application processor,SDIO 2.0, SPI, UART,STBC, 1×1
MIMO, 2×1 MIMO,A-MPDU & A-MSDU aggregation &
0.4s guard interval,Wake up and transmit packets in <
2ms,Standby power consumption of < 1.0mW (DTIM3).

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM ARCHTECHTURE
The current proposed system is based upon the total use
and non dependency on the local system. Rather make it
global using the central cloud which will be used to monitor
and direct the data on the platform. The current system
supports the local as well as global interface with the smart
phone application. In simple words There will a system where
The Esp8266 Module will be mounted on a PCB with a very
optimized setup of power supply and industrial relay. The
ESP8266 module is SoC and programmable. We can program
it for simple applications for controlling the devices along
with interfacing and interacting to the cloud. This device will
act as a wifi module as well as microcontroller which directly
reduces the cost and overhead of again purchasing another
computing and controlling circuit. It works on 3V so it
indirectly works on low power except for the devices which
are connected through relay and relay consumes 5v. The
programmed system will be mounted on a single PCB and
closed packed. Whenever the device is plugged in, It will be
already programmed with the local router username and
password which can be changed by the programmer. Once it is
connected to the local router, it gets connected to the internet
and then it starts checking for its value on the field and status
of the field and start implementing the values.
The main advantage of the system is that the ESP8266
module hardly costs around 5$ and the whole system will be
built under 8$ and it will be available to the user in 10$ which
is quite low compared to the other devices in the market. Also
there is no overhead of any master node and communication
lag. It directly reports on the cloud making the system faster
than all the previous system since the overhead of first sending
the data on the parent and then master and then router and
cloud has been already eliminated. Not only the system will be
fast but also reliable and easy to use. The tools are open source
making it affordable to user. Since these devices are
standalone, many devices can directly connected to the
internet and the cloud and thus eliminates the dependency on
the master node. It will also help to trouble shoot in the
system. Since, there is no need to check each and every system
within the network. The status is directly shown on the
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Fig. 1. Block Diagram Low cost IoT Switch

V. EVALUATIONS
To evaluate the current system architecture, we can use SMD
version of the peripherals used in the present system which
will make it more cheaper and rate cut off on the present
system will be up to thirty percent. The SMD of the whole
circuit and using low power relays will help to optimize the
power consumption of the circuit and also make it more
reliable. Further step could be taken for implementing the app
on platforms including ios and sailfish devices. A collective
information can be shown on a portal provided with username
and password for each user and administrator making it more
flexible and easy to understand. In this way we can get a
reliable kind of network for all types of applications including
medical, irrigation, forensic, environment monitoring etc. Also
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this will be proved to be the cheapest solution for creating a
global network of connected devices.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have explored the various possibilities of
creating a reliable and low cost solution for implement the
controlling of devices using cloud and smart phone. It will be
the cheapest solution for implementing IoT based smart
switches. These devices will be a method for implementing
this system on real time location because it is very cheap to
implement. In this paper we have targeted the end user who
strive for improving their standard of living.
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